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Broad and Narrow Identificational Foci 
Ryan Bush' and Magda Tevdoradze 
+University of California, Santa Cruz 
O. Introduction 
As works like Halliday 1967, Roberts 1996 and f(jss 1998 have shown, there are a 
number of different types of ways in which languages can express emphasis, or 'Focus'. 
In particular, good evidence has been given for distinguishing informational foci and 
idenrificationalfoci, which correspond in English to (1) and (2), respectively: 
(I) Mary bought A HAT. 
(2) It was a hat that Mary bought. 
Based on new data from English and Georgian. we argue that within the category 
of identificational foci, two subtypes must be distinguished. The well-known cases of 
English it-clefts and Hungarian focus-moved constituents are examples of the first 
sUbtype (,Type I' identificational foci), while English foci with rising intonation and 
Georgian focus-moved constituents are examples of the new subtype ('Type II' 
identificational foci). This gives us the following typology of foci: 
(3) Foci 
Informational Foci ~ 
Type! TypeU 
Type II identificational foci differ from Type I identificationaJ foci in that they 
lack certain distributional restrictions (on the appearance of 'also'-phrases, proportional 
quantifiers, and 'nothing'-pbrases). We claim that this behavior is due to a difference in 
focal structure: while Type I foci have narrow identificational focus, Type II foci have 
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broad identificationa! focus, with the whole sentence being in focus . 
0.1 Informational and Identificational Foci 
Examples of injomQrionai focus are provided by English foci with falling intonation 
(when relevant. a forward slash is used to represent the fa lling into03tion, which is H * in 
the framework of Pierrehumbert 1980), and Hungarian in·situ foci (SMAll. CAPS will 
indicate informational focus) : 
(5) {What did Mary pick out/or herself?] 
Mary picked out A HAn for herself. 
(6) {W/lat did Mary pick ourlor herself?} 
Mad ki nezctt maganak EGY KALAPOT. 
Mary ou l picked herself a hat 
'Mary picked our A HAT for herself.' 
We will assume the framework of Alternative Semantics of Roath 1992. according to 
which informationa l foci indicate new (non-presupposed) information. Furthermore, they 
are associated with alternatives, such as {a hat, a coat, some shoes, ... 1 for (5) and (6), 
which serve as (he domain of quantification for operators like only or also. 
Examples of identificational focus are provided by English it-clefts and 
Hungarian focus-moved constituents (boldface w ill indicate the pivot of an 
identificational focus l ): 
(7) {What did Mary pick olltfor herStlf?] 
It was a hat that Mary picked out for herself. 
(8 ) {What did Mary pick outJor herself?] 
Mari egy kalapot nezetl ki maganak. 
Mary a hat picked out herself 
' It was a hat that Mary picked out for herself.' 
Identificational focus is a 'quantification-like operation' (Kiss 1998), carrying an 
additional meaning contribution, a conventional (i.e. non-cancellable) implicature of 
exhnustivity. This commits the speaker of (7-S) to the claim that Mary didn' t pick out 
anything other than a hat. 
0.2 Tests to Distinguish informational and Identificationa l Foci 
Kiss 1998 gives a number of tests to distinguish identificationa! foci from informational 
ones. Here we will concentrate on two of them. the Continuation Test and Conjoined NP 
Test, whic h test direct ly for exhaustiveness. 
First, we have the Continuation Test. It is infelicitous to try [0 add mher elements 
to a set whose membership was exhaustively indicated by the foc us: 
(9) When Mary was in the store, she bought A COAn. .. She also bought a hat. 
I We use the tenn 'pivof 11S a general term referring not just 10 the position where the stressed 
elemenl occurs in it-clefts, but also to the focus posi tion in languages like Hungarian and Georgian. 
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(10) When Mary was in the store, it was a coat that she bought... #She also bought a 
hat. 
Since the continuation ... She also bought a hat sounds fine in (9), there is no 
exhaustiveness implicature and the focus therefore is informational. In (lO), however, 
since the continuation sounds odd, there is an exhaustiveness implicature and the focus is 
therefore identificationa!. 
The second test is the Conjoined NP Test (Szabolcsi 1981). Take two sentences 
of the form in (11): 
(II) 51= ... (aandPl,,,. 
52 = ... (al, ... 
The only thing that could stop S I from entailing S2 is an exhaustiveness implicature. So, 
S I entails S2 iff the focus is informational. First we willtes! English foci with falling 
intonation, then it-c1eCts: 
(12) Mary picked out A COAT AND A HAn for herself. 
(13) Mary picked out A HAn for herself. 
(14) It was a coat and a hat that Mary picked out for herself. 
(15) It was a coat that Mary picked out for herself. 
Since (12) entails (13), the focus does not have an exhaustiveness implicature, and 
therefore is informational. Since (14) does not entail (I5), the focus in those sentences 
does carry an exhaustiveness implicature, and therefore is identificationa!' 
1. Data: Type n Identificational Foci 
Though all identificationa! foci behave alike on the tests given above, there is a subtype 
of identificationa! foci that differs in a number of other respects. We wHi call this 
subtype 'Type II' identificational foci, to distinguish [hem from the more familiar type 
that includes English it-clefts and Hungarian focus-moved constituents, which we wHi 
call 'Type I' identificational foci. 
OUf data comes from English and Georgian. The English data contain foci with 
rising intonation (transcribed as L+H* in the framework of Pierrehumbert 1980, and 
represented with slashes 'f\' when relevant): 
(16) a. [What did Mary buy? J 
Mary bought a hat/\. 
b. {What did the child break? J 
The child broke his legA 
The Georgian data contain 'focus-moved constituents', which occur in the preverbal 
focus position2: 
! Just as in Hungarian, Georgian foci can also occur postverbally, in-situ; these foci are 
straightforward informational foci, as the Continuation test in (i) shows: 
(i) Merim iqida p' ALTO ... Man kudi-Is iqida. 
mary bought coat she hat-also bougbt 
'Mary bought A COAT ... She atso bought a hat.' 
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(17) n. [Merim ra iqidaj 
'Wllat did Mary buy?' 
b. [Bavshma ra moitua? J 
'What did the child break? 
Merim kudi iqida. 
mary hal bought 
'Mary bought a hatA.· 
Bavshma pexi moileX3. 
child leg broke 
'The child broke his leg!\.' 
We will Hrst show that these English and Georgian foci are identiticational. and then 
show the distinguishing characteristics that motivate separating them out as 'Type II' 
identificational foci, different from the 'Type I' identificalional foci seen above. 
1.1 Type II Foci are Identificatlonal 
The tests introduced above show thai English foc i with rising intonat ion and Georgian 
rocus-moved constituents are idenlificalional foci. 
According to the Continuation Test. using a continuation like 'and she bought 
something else 100' is infelicitous with identificational foci. With Type U foci the 
continuation is infelicitous, so they are identificational: 
( 18) Mary bought a coatl\ ... #S be also bought a hat. 
(19) Merim p 'alto iqida .. . #Man kudi-ts iqida. 
mary coat bought she hat-also bought 
'Mary bought a coaU\. She also bought a hat. ' 
The Conjoined NP Test confirms that T~ II foci are identificational, s ince (20) 
does not entail (2 1), and (22) does not entail (23): 
(20) Mary bought a coat and a hat/\. 
(21 ) Mary bought a hall\. 
(22) Merim kudl da p'alto iqida 
mary hat and coat bought 
'Mary bought a coat and a hat/\.' 
(23) Merim kudl iqida 
'Mary bought a hatA.' 
1.2 Differences between Type [ and Type n IdentifIcational Foci 
Though the Type II foci have been shown to be identificational, they behave differently 
from Type I identificational foci in three respects: the 'Also'-Phrase Ten, the 
Proportional Quantifier Test. and the 'Notlling'-Phrase Test.] 
First, the 'Also'-phrase Tesl (Kiss (998). An 'aIso'-phrase is felicitous with 
informational foci, but infelicitous when in the pivo t of a Type I identificational focus: 
(24) Mari ki ne-zett maganak EGY KA[APDT IS. 
Mary out picked herse lf a hat also 
) These test have been used by Kiss 199810 distinguish identlficational and informational foci, 
though the results given here suggest fhat is misleading. 
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'Mary also picked our a hat for herself.' 
(25) #Mari egy kaJapot Is D(=zett k.i maganak. 
Mary a hat also picked out herself 
('It was also a hat that Mary picked out for herself.') 
(26) #11 was also a hat that Mary bought. 
113 
Type II identificationaJ foci, surprisingly. do not act like the Type I identificational foci. 
While (26) and (26) are infelicitous, the Georgian equivalent is fineoU: 
(27) Merim kudi-ts iqida. 
mary hat-also bought 
'Mary also bought a hatl\.' 
Next we have the Proportiollal Quantifier Test. Proportional quantifiers (Partee 
1986) can occur in informational foci, but are infelicitous in the pivot of Type I 
identificational foci6: 
(28) Mary bought EVERY HAT\ (28) #It was every hat that Mary bought. 
As in the previous test, the Type II identificational foci behave unlike the Type I 
identificational foci. While the it-cleft in (28) is bad, the following are felicitous: 
(29) Mary bought every hatl\. (30) Merim qveJa kudi iqida. 
mary every hat bought 
'Mary bought every halA.' 
And last, we have the 'Nothing '-Phrase Test. It is based on another trait that 
characterizes Type I identificational foci, the presence of an existential presupposition 
(Chomsky 1972, Halvorsen 1978, Higgins 1979). That is, uttering It was a hat that Mary 
bought presupposes that Mary bought something. One way to lest for this is the 
following, based on observations by Rochemont 1986: 
(31) #It was nothing that Mary bought. 
(32) Mary bought NOTIlINGI. 
The it-cleft variant in (31) is bad because the cleft carries an existential presupposition 
that Mary bought something, which is contradicted by the main assertion that she bought 
nothing. The ordinary falling focus variant in (32) is flne, since it carries no such 
existential presupposition. 
Since 'nothing'-phrases are felicitous in Type II foci, however, those foci do not 
carry an existential presupposition: 
(33) Mary bought nol\thing. 
(34) Merim araperi ar iqida . 
.. Funhl!rll1ore, 'also' -phrnse.s cannot occur in-situ: #Muim iqida KUDI-TS (mary bought hat-also). 
, This test is nol applicable to English rising foci. bec;!use also does not occur in a constituent with 
the focus: Mary alro bOllght a hatA, not ·Mary bOllght also a hafl\. 
6 Though Kiss 1998 Stales this lest in terms of just universal quantifiers. the patEem seems to be 
more gl!ncral. holding also for proportional quantifiers like most, at least half. etc. 
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mary nothing NEG bought 
'Mary bought nol\thing.' 
1.3 Summary of the Data 
English rising foci and Georgian focus· moved constituents act like identificational foci, 
but differ from the Type I identificationa! foci in three respects; 
(35) (a) 'alsa'-phrases can occur in the pivot 
(b) proportional quantifiers can occur in the pivot 
(e) there is no existential presupposition 
The fact that two genetically unrelated languages have foci that share the same three 
properties indicates that we are indeed dealing with a natural class, instead of just an 
idiosyncratic language or two. So, we need to distinguish two SUbtypes of 
identificat ional foci, Type I and Type II. In the next section. we account for the 
propenies of these SUbtypes based on a difference in focal structure. 
2. Broad and Narrow Identificational Foci 
Our analysis claims that identificational foci can be categorized as either broad or narrow. 
just as informational foci can be. Before we spell this out in detail, let us take an analogy 
from informational foci. There is ample independent evidence for recognizing 
informational foci of different sizes, as in the following contrast (the main sentence stress 
is in boldface. while the focused phrase is in marked with a subscript 'F'): 
(36) What did Mary buy? 
Mary bought [a hatJF. 
(37) What happened? 
[Mary bought a hat] F. 
The focus in an answer corresponds to the wh-word in the question in the familiar way. 
The focus can be narrow, as in (36), with just the NP a hat in focus. or broad. as in (37), 
with the whole sentence in focus. 
We argue that identificational foci can also be categorized as broad or narrow. 
Type I identificational foci like the English it-cleft are narrow, with only the pivot being 
in focus. while the Type II identificational foci are wide, with the whole sentence in 
focus . We wiU represent this using subscript 'lOP to mark the size of identificational 
fOCUS' : 
(38) 
(39) 
It is [a hatllDF that Mary bought. (40) 
Mati egy kala pot nezett ki maganak. (41) 
Marya hat picked out herself 
'It was a hat that Mary picked out for herself.' 
[Mary bought a hat/\JIOF 
lMerim kudi iqida]IOF. 
mary hat bought 
'Mary bought a hatA' 
7 This is nO( intended as a theoretical claim that identificational foci are distinguished by a separate 
focus reature. \Vhatever one uses to indicate the size of Type I focus, the same means can also be used 
with Type II foci, even though the focus is wider. See Bush !onhcomitlg ror a proposal on how 
Idenlificalional foci are marked. 
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Two further comments about the focal structures must be made. First, in addition 
to the identificational focus there is also informational focus. Informational focus is 
always present, to indicate what information is new and what is given. Keeping in mind 
that the informational focus in an answer corresponds to the wh-word in the question, 
consider the following dialogs: 
(42) /Whatdid Mary buy? ] 
It is [[a hat] F ]IDF that Mary bought. 
(43) /Merim ra iqida?] 
'What did Mary buy?' 
(Merim [kudi]F iqida]IDF 
'Mary bought a hatA.' 
Since bmh (42) and (43) answer the same question, the informational focus is the same, 
just on 'a hat'. With narrow identificational focus, the identificational and informational 
focus (usually) coincide, but with broad identificational focus, the informational focus is 
smaller than the identificational focus . 
The second comment concerns the status of the pivot. With narrow 
identificational focus, it is clear why the pivot phrase is in a distinguished position: it is 
the sole element in identificational focus. With broad identificational focus, the pivot 
phrase is in a distinguished position for a slightly different reason: though it is not the 
only element in identificational focus, it is the only element in informational focus. 
With these focal structures in mind, we can move on to the interpretation. The 
difference in size of focus will lead to a difference in meaning, since different things are 
emphasized. This meaning difference will account for the different properties of the 
various foci. 
First, we will examine the interpretation of Type I identificational focus. 
Following Heycock and Kroch 1999's work on pseudoclefts in English, we assume that 
utterances with Type I identificationaJ foci are analyzed as equatives. Following 
Jacobson 1988, we take the cleft clause that Mary bought to denote an individual rather 
than a set, namely Ihe individual in (44): 
(44) ,y[Mary bought y) 
Here, the Russellian iota operator (l) is defined as the followings: 
(45) ,y[f(y») denotes a iff f(a) ~ (\1,)«f(,) ~ ,E ALT(a» -> ,~a) 
e.g., that Mary bought denoles a particular thing a iff Mary bought a and for all 
alternatives z. if Mary bought ;:, then z is identical to (or part of) a. 
In other words, that Mary bought denotes a particular thing a iff Mary bought a and Mary 
didn't buy any alternatives to a. An it-cleft like (38). It is a hat that Mary bought, will 
be interpreted as the following equation of individuals: 
(46) ,y[Mary bought y) = 'a hat' 
The exhaustiveness implicature is derived from the iota operator. For (46) to be 
true, the iota operator must denDle some individual, and that means that for some 
individual a, f(a) and (''V'z)«f(z) 1\ ;:e ALT(a» --+ z ::;: a) must both be true: 
8 We have modiHed the ~Ilnilion 5]jgh~ y ro m;LI;e up/i.il rhe conrurual resllicrion otalrernarl ves. 
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(47) 3;t[bought' (In.x) 1\ V1.:(bought' (m,1.:) 1\ 1.:E AL T(;t» ~ 1.: s: x] ] 
'Mary bought something, and she didn't buy any of the alternatives' 
Since we know from the original semence that Mary bought a hat, we can substitute the 
entity denoted by a hat imo (47), and thereby derive the exhaustiveness implicature: 
(48) 'Mary bought a hat, and didn't buy anything else' 
Now, we move on to the interpretation of Type II Identificational Focus. For 
these, a similar act of equation is being performed, but because the identificational focus 
is broader, the equation is at the level of sentences. Intuitively, for 11 sentence like (40), 
Mary bought a TralA the speaker is asserting that the set of true relevant sentences is 
exhaustively indicated by 'Mary bought a hat': 
(49) tp{p is true] = 'Mary bought a hat' 
The left hand side of the equation is supposed to come from the background part of the 
sentence. Since the identificational focus is wide, there is no overt background material 
in the sentence, and the only background is the claim that some sentence is true, which 
can be thought of as part of the meaning contribution of the Assert operator. 
As with Type I identificational focus, these foci carry an exhaustiveness 
implicature derived from the iota operator, though the derivation is a bit more 
complicated. Just as (46) gave us (47) above, (49) gives us (SO): 
(50) 3p[ p jstrue A \lq[(q istrue A qEALT(P)) .... q ~ p) ) 
'there is a sentence p that is true, and none of the alternatives to p are truc' 
Since we know from the original sentence that 'Mary bought a hat' is (claimed to be) 
true, we can substitute that in for p, and get the following: 
(51) 'Mary bought a hat' is true A 'v'q[(q is true 1\ qeALT('Mary bought a hat'» ~ 
q S 'Mary bought a hat'} J 
• 'Mary bought a hat' is true, and none of the alternatives to it are true' 
Now, we need to determine what the alternatives to the sentence 'Mary bought a 
hat' are. Theoretically, the alternatives could be the entire set of sentences, but in 
practice there is always contextual restriction (Roath 1992, Roberts 1996, Kratzer 1981). 
Here, the alternatives will be those that could be substituted in for the actual sentence in 
the discourse. For example, since (40) would be an answer to 'What did Mary buy?', 
only sentences that satisfy the presuppositions of the question (i.e., Mary bought 
something) will qualify, and the alternatives will all be of the form Mary bought x: 'Mary 
bought a coat', 'Mary bought some shoes', and so on. Substituting these alternatives imo 
(51), we get (52), which reduces to (53): 
(52) 'Mary bought a hat' is true 1\ 'tq[(q is true 1\ qE {Mary bought a coat, Mary 
bought some shoes, Mary bought a paraso' ... III .... q ~ 'Mary bought a hat') ) 
• 'Mary bought a hat' is true, and 'Mary bought a coat, Mary bought some shoes: 
'Mary bought a parasol.' ctc., are false. 
(53) 'Mary bought a hat, and didn't buy anything else' 
Since this is the same as the implicature in (48) for the Type I identificational focus, the 
close similarity of the two types of identificational focus is accounted for. 
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Thougb the size differences between the identificational foci do not greatly affect 
the final form of the implicatuces, they do have a significant effect an bow the foci 
behave in other respects. In particular, the three distinguishing fealUres of Georgian 
identificational foci (compatibility with 'also' I compatibility with proportional 
quantifiers. and the lack of an existential presupposition), can be explained based on the 
size of identificational focus. In the following sections, we will treat each of those 
properties one by one. 
2.1 Compatibility with 'Also'·phrases 
In this section, we will explain the contrast between Type I and II foci with also: 
(54) {1 kllow that Mary bought a coat. What else did she buy?] 
#11 was also a hat that Mary also bought. 
(55) (! know that Mary bought a coal. What else did Mary buy?] 
Merim kudi-ts iqida. 
Mary hat-also bought 
'Mary also bought a hatJ\' 
We will begin by explaining why also cannot occur in the pivot of the Type I 
identificational foci, and then show why also is fine with Type II identificational focus. 
The focal structure of (54) is given in (56), with the interpretation in (57) 9: 
(56) It was [also [a hatJF ]IDF that Mary picked out for herself. 
(57) ly[Mary bought y) = 'also a hat' 
The iota expression in (57) conventionally implicates that Mary only bought one thing, a 
hat (as in the derivation of (48), keeping in mind that also a hat is truth·conditionaHy 
equivalent to a hat). Also carries the presupposition that Mary bought something other 
than a hat. These two meanings are contradictory, and result in infelicity, 10 
Now, why do Type II foci have no conflict between also and the exhaustiveness 
implicature? Since the identificational focus is wide, the focal structure is (58), 
interpreted as (59); 
(58) [Merim (kudi]F -ts iqida]IDF. 
(59) lP[P is true] = 'Mary also bought a coat' 
Since the whole sentence is in idenliflcational focus, the alternatives are whole sentences, 
namely ones that could be used in the dialog in (55): Mary also bought some shoes, Mary 
also bought a parasol, etc .. The implicature will be that aU those alternatives are false: 
~ (60) Mary didn't also buy anything other than a hat 
. 
< 
9 For the sake of simplicity. here I will follow Kiss 1998 in assuming thllt also modifies a COOl 
directly, forming a constituent. See Bush (forthcoming) for a more detailed discussion, however. 
10 This explanation is Slightly different from that given by Kiss 1998. but we can not compare 
them due to limitations of spate. 
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Since this does not contradict the existential presupposition of also, we correctly predict 
(55) to be felicitous. 
2.2 Compatibility with Proportional Quantifiers 
Next we examine the contrast between Type I and II foci with proportional quanlifiers: 
(61) #It was every bat that Mary picked out for herself. 
(62) Mary bought every coatA. 
(63) Merim qvela p'alto iqida. 
mary every coat bought 
'Mary bought every coatl\.· 
As in the previous section. we will begin by explaining why proportional quantifiers are 
infelicitous in the pivot of Type I identificational foci. and tben show why they are fine 
with the Type U identificational foci. 
The infelicity in the Type I idemificlllional focus case is due to a type mismatch 
(Heycock and Kroch 1999), Since [he focus is narrow,just on the OP, the interpretation 
should be a statement of equivalence at the level of individuals. Proportional quantifiers, 
however. do not denote individuals (or even sets of individuals); they denote sets of sets 
of individuals. So, they do not fit in the required equivalence assertion about individuals, 
and there is a type mismatch, which leads to infelicity. 
Now that we understand why these quantifiers cannot occur in the pivot of Type I 
identificational foci, why are they fine in the pivot of Type 1I identificational foci? 
Because the identificational focus is wide, the equivalence assertion is at the level of 
sentences, not individuals. For such an assertion, it does not matter whether a certain DP 
(the one in the focus position) denotes an individual or a set of sets of individuals. No 
type mismatch will occur, and (62) and (63) are correctly predicted [0 be felicitous. 
2.3 Lack of ExistentIal Presupposition 
Last of all, we discuss the presence or absence of an existential presupposition: 
(64) #It was nOlhing (hat Mary bought. 
(65) Mary bough. nollthing. 
(66) Merim araperi ar iqida. 
mary nothing NEG bought 
'Mary bought nol\thing.· 
Using the phrase 'nothing' contradicts the existential presupposition of the it·cleft in (64), 
but since there is no such presupposition in (65) or (66), there is no contradiction and the 
utterances are felicitous. 
To explain why Type I identificational foci carry an existential presupposition 
while Type II identifica[ional foci do not, we again make use of the size of 
identificational focus. Since it-clefts have narrow identifICa[ional focus, they make 
assertions of equivalence like (46), repeated here: 
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(67) ly[Mary boughty] = 'a hat' 
The two parts of the equivalence are not introduced at the same time, however, but 
sequentially (Higgins 1979). The one on the left side is presupposed, i.e. it's already in 
the common ground that Mary bought something. This is the existential presupposition. 
With this in mind, we tum to the Type II foci, which are interpreted as in (68): 
(68) lP[P is true} = ' Mary bought a hal' 
Again, the left half of the equation (the background, which can be thought of as part of 
the Assert operator) is what is presupposed_ So, all that is presupposed is that some 
sentence is true. Perhaps there is some kind of very weak existential presupposition that 
some sentence is true, but that would never be contradicted and therefore seems rather 
irrelevam. In any case , there is no existential presupposition about individuals. 
3. Conclusion 
In addition to the distinction between informational and identificational foci, we also 
need to recognize the subdistinction between Type I and Type II identificational foci. 
These sUbtypes differ in whether or not they allow also-phrases and proportional 
quantifiers in the pivot, and whether they carry an existential presupposition. In 
determining what foci are identificational, we must take care not to use tests that are 
sensitive to these properties, so that Type II foci are not misdiagnosed as informational. 
Our analysis explains why the two types of idencificational foci behave 
differently, and how they are related to each other. Instead of simply positing a new 
unrelated type of focus that happens to have the three properties in question, we claim 
that both Type I and Type II foci have identificational focus, but differ in the size of the 
focus. Since all three properties are explained by the same factor, this makes the strong 
prediction .that no language should have an identificational focus with any other 
combination of properties. 
One argument in favor of our analysis is based on symmetry. We already know 
that informational foci can be either broad or narrow. Among identificational foci, in 
previous work only narrow identificational foci have been recognized (as in Hungarian 
focus position and English it-clefts). Our analysis of the Georgian and English data 
presented here fills in the previously unexplained gap of wide identificational foci, giving 
us the complete typology in (69): 
(69) Typology of Foci (revised) Foci 
Informational Foci Identificatlonal Foci 
-------------
Narrow Broad -------------=-Narrow Broad 
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